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?
Abstract Knowledge-Management (KM)-systems integrate
multiple technologies with the purpose of supporting users who
have "knowledge-related" problems. Case-Based Reasoning
(CBR)-technology is well known for improving problem
solutions. Combining both concepts the project "TO_KNOW" has
the goal to design a CBR-component that is adaptable to typical
KM-Systems. The basic idea is to take into account user-queries
as (intermediate) problem-solutions for getting the needed
information from the KM-System's discovery services. This paper
describes an architecture to integrate CBR-functionality into a
KM-system. We list different scenarios, their potential for
synergetic effects, and a set of interfaces and functionalities
reflecting the different possibilities of integration.
Index terms knowledge management, case-based reasoning,
information retrieval, software architecture
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II. CASE-BASED REASONING, KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT AND THE “TO_KNOW”-PROJECT

The aim in using KM-systems (e.g. [3], [9], [6]) is to make
electronically managed information available beyond
operative and local purposes
for institutions and
enterprises. As „knowledge“ this information should also
be open to unforeseen and therefore more free creative
reuse.
Figure 1 shows a KM-systems architecture this article
relies on. The figure subdivides the KM specific functional
sections and components roughly in terms of a layered
architecture. (Further it is emphasized that from the
technical point of view the open and established internetstandards should be used in the communication-tier.)

Knowledge management-systems integrate a wide variety
of method and technologies - from database-systems over
CSCW-tools up to WWW-portals with the intention to
support „knowledge-intensive“ processes. This especially
indicates the use of knowledge oriented technology, like
it’s well-known from the sector of artificial intelligence
(AI).
Part of the project „TO_KNOW“ is to elaborate a
proposition how KM-systems can be completed by case
based reasoning. This article describes the starting point of
the project, our method of proceeding, and presents an
outline and some details of the resulting design. In section
II the idea of integrating CBR in KM-Systems is being
motivated, together with a short repetition of underlying
concepts. Section III introduces the architecture based
approach used to design a CBR-component, which can be
integrated into typical KM-systems. Section IV enumerates
different scenarios of integration and proposes an
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Fig 1. Architecture of a KM-system ([10])

Components KM-systems are based on for this purpose are
for example document- & content-management, CSCWtools and portals. The technical achievements of these
components (for example efficient handling of large
amounts of data) are acknowledged and need to remain
focused in research, if in the future KM-systems shall
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This paper extends and elaborates first results of the “TO_KNOW”-project
that were presented on the “German Workshop on Experience Management
2002”.

achieve more than just superficial (and therefore very
limited) integration.
The integration of as many as possible heterogeneous data
sources is one of the essential achievements of a KMsystem. This especially includes not yet integrated, new
sources. Therefore the technical format, internal structure
and even the „domain“ of these data sources cannot be
fixed. In so far a KM-system cannot carry out a complete
„knowledge modeling“ in the sense of AI which would
then be expected to semantically integrate new data source
in a clairvoyant way.
Nevertheless there is need for interpretation techniques as
already developed in the field of AI. That’s because a KMsystem is positioned in between the human user and data
from the data sources with which the user is only roughly
familiar regarding contents and practically not acquainted
at all regarding formal aspects. Subjectively the user acts
not on „data“, otherwise he would be aware of storage
locations, access software etc. and also semantic aspects
like the name of attributes in structured data. Thus is
appears that supporting the abstraction “from data to
knowledge“ is a central achievement of a KM-system.
In this context the quality of Discovery Services of a KMsystem is essential. Particularly the Information Retrieval
(IR) (e.g. [8], [5]) is a functional bottleneck because
search-tools are probably the best known and most
accepted means for users and because of the fact that other
services, e.g. push-techniques, are based on IR-services. A
lot of relevant information may be integrated in a KM
system - if there is a poor “understanding” of searchrequests the probably very good quality of available data
wouldn’t reach the user. This is the starting point for the
project „TO_KNOW “ of which the basic ideas will be
presented in this article:
Case-Based-Reasoning (e.g. [1]) is one approach of AI
which on one hand has the potential to improve the quality
of an IR component in a KM system, especially concerning
the interpretation of search-queries. On the other hand
CBR has lots of structural similarities to IR, which are
clues for both conceptual and technical integration:
?
?
?
?

The basic methods are inductive: conclusions are made
up from existing data.
Similarity metrics play an important role and are
applied to the same information.
A large number of single requests is well supported.
No domain representation is required, esp. no specific
modeling of the knowledge base is necessary. Instead
data being inferred from the knowledge base will be
managed additionally.

In view of these parallels the question rises whether CBR is
effectively “included” in IR. Are modern IR methods
conceptually already able to draw those inductive

conclusions that could be provided by a CBR-system to
enrich the IR process? E.g. when a CBR-system adds a
keyword to a search-query (the “case”) because - as
experience has shown in previous cases- the new keyword
is connected with one present in the query, so in a classical
IR component the same completion can be effectively
carried out using a thesaurus. - A theoretically backed up
clarification of this issue is not intended by this article but
two points practically motivate the intention of widening
IR-components of KM-systems by CBR-methods:
?

?

Those systems with KM-tasks being used in business
practice, among them also dedicated KM-systems,
often use full text search engines as IR components.
Accordingly concepts are missing, such as adaptivity,
automatic building of associations etc., which a CBRcomponent can introduce into the KM-system.
A CBR component adds different conceptual
approaches and therefore possibilities for controlling
and “tuning” to an IR-component working with
keywords and thesauri. This is of importance if e.g. a
KM-system has to be established in a large
organization and a respectively huge amount of data
and search-queries.

Besides the fundamentals in the fields of KM, IR and CBR
results in the area of Textual CBR (TCBR) (e.g. [11]) need
to be considered, especially those concerned with the
synergy of IR and CBR (e.g. [7]). Mainly TCBR focus lies
on understanding queries expressed in natural language
and on using IR-methods in CBR. Based in the area
CBR/KM (cp. [2]) the “TO_KNOW” project centers on
typical (i.e. esp. formally expressed) search-queries and
intends to use CBR as a component in IR.
Considering these reflections the aim of the project „
TO_KNOW“ is to propose a CBR component that is able to
improve the Discovery Service of a KM-system:
?
?

The effectiveness of IR in typical KM-systems, i.e.
performance regarding „precision“, “recall” etc.,
should be increased by the CBR-component.
For that the adaptability of the CBR-component is a
requirement. Therefore the typical architecture of a
KM-system has to be taken into account. The
component itself should not prescribe the architecture
of an integrating KM-system and therefore limit its
openness.

Efficiency (in broader sense) of the Extension is also
required. The CBR component should be able to use
existing and accessible functionality of the integrating KMsystem, instead of consuming resources as a technical
heavy weight including its own DBMS, middlewareconcept and web-server.

III. THE ARCHITECTURE-BASED APPROACH
To reach the development goals described above it makes
sense to follow the aforementioned parallels of CBR- and
IR-technology. This way procedures and data of the
components that are to be integrated can systematically be
compared. In doing so it has to be checked if any parts or
facets of CBR and IR have a correspondence of one of the
following types:

?

?

?

?

replace:
Do data or tasks play a similar role as well in IR as in
CBR?
use:
Can any aspect of the IR-component be used as a
concrete technical part for the implementation of
aspects of CBR-functionality?
mapping
Real KM-systems cannot be expected to be sufficiently
open to support every meaningful replacement or use
completely. In these cases a loose coupling should be
possible, which is to be preferred over a complete
„blindness“ of the systems towards each other.
add
The notions of ”replace(ment)”, “use” and “mapping”
describe interfaces between the CBR-component and
the KM-system. Such are also to be specified for the
exclusive parts, that represent the “core” of CBR- or
IR-components.
feedback
Esp. CBR-specific data can be used in KM-systems –
in the opposite direction to the “use”-correspondence.
Thereby the CBR-component will provide some added
value outside the extended IR-process.

The result of this analysis is an architecture that centers the
design on interfaces and possible compositions. (cp. [4], p.
18 for general advantages of this approach) This differs
from [1] centering the problem of integration on the
knowledge base.
Anyhow [1] provides the CBR-cycle shown in figure 2 that
is one of the two starting points of our analysis. It is
compared to an corresponding IR-cycle (Figure 3).

Fig. 2. CBR-Cycle ([1])
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IV.

THE ARCHITECTURE-FOR CBR/KM-INTEGRATION

This section describes the results of our analysis, i.e. an
architecture for CBR/KM-integration. It is composed of the
two components to be integrated and an intermediate
integration layer as shown in figure 4. In the following
subsections examples are given for the different types of
correspondence, each of which introduces different aspects
and details of the architecture.

KM
+IREngine

CBR

Integration
+CBRSearchApp

+KnowledgeRepository +KnowledgeBaseMapping

+Case
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+AdditionalKnowledgeBase

Fig. 4. Macro-architecture

A.

The
basic
relationship:
Adding CBR-functionality to the KM-system

Objective of the “TO_KNOW”-project is to provide a
component improving the IR-quality of a KM-system.
Accordingly regarding the KM-system as well as the added
CBR-component the use case to be considered is a user’s
search for information that is relevant to a given problem.
A search-request represents thereby a problem description.
The result of the corresponding search-query, i.e. a set of
references to documents form the knowledge base of the
KM-system, can be considered a solution of the case. But
we suppose to take into account some arguments not to
establish this identification directly: The success of a
search-process as a whole rather not depends on the
concrete set of documents delivered to the user but on the
“understanding” of the user’s intentions. The resulting set
of documents resulting provides only little indications
whether the query has been well (or poorly) “understood”.
As well system-users realize their problem not as “sets of
documents” but in terms of a search-query, its operators
and syntax. (For a search-result reworked by a CBRcomponent by adding or replacing documents the
improvement of quality cannot easily be explained: To
state, that adding these 15 documents improves the quality
of the result, does not clarify too much.) Moreover we
assume that data in a KM-system tend to be more dynamic
than its domain: A request that had been “well understood”
- e.g. concerning the use of object-oriented technologies,
picture-reportages in foreign countries or hermeneutic
exegeses - results probably in another suitable set of
documents when applied at a later date; even if major
numbers of documents that where part of the former result
aren’t anymore up to date, altered, or removed. Figure 5
shows the according schema of a case.

Case

To modify a newly computed result set by adding parts of
an old one might even turn out to be counterproductive.
This problem can esp. arise, in case the IR-component of
the KM-system has been improved in a way not affecting
the CBR-system that afterwards “reestablishes” old results
with inferior quality. In this sense the design issue “request
˜ case” discussed here exemplifies a characteristic feature
of the projected CBR-component: It must not obstruct other
components or future extensions of the KM-system. Hence
if the document set collected beforehand by the IRcomponent is manipulated at all, the CBR-component
should preserve the format of the result set to allow other
components to add different functionality as well. So the
CBR-component is corresponding to the KM-system by
“adding” its “reuse”-phase to the IR-functionality.
Accordingly a search-request is being handled by the KMsystem as usual, except that the query is transparently
handed over to the CBR-component and eventually
modified. The IR-engine takes over then to process the
query. Even if the result is not being manipulated, a second
invocation of the CBR-component can be valuable to
gather data to be used in the “revise”-phase, e.g. to identify
cases with empty solutions or unreasonably large result
sets. Finally the KM-system delivers the result to the user.
Alternatively a modified search-application replaces the
former and uses the CBR-Engine directly. This would
enable the user to control the invocation of the CBRfunctionality and provide feedback for the “revise”-phase.
Both options are illustrated in 6.
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Fig. 6. Adding CBR-Functionality
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Fig. 5. Parts of the CBR-component

”Lean” integration (I): Using the Knowledge
Repository to back-end the case-base
A CBR-component relies on a facility storing its case-base
persistently and offering fast access to it. Technically
spoken this facility has to be a “heavy” system-component

just like the Knowledge Repository that is already part of a
KM-system and can probably be accessed through an
interface. This opportunity should be planned for by the
CBR-component defining an inner interface to the casebase storage that thus can be implemented by a typical
Knowledge Repository. If the KM-System does not support
this optimization or if the costs to implement appropriate
wrapper-software are judged too high by the operator of the
KM-system, the CBR-component should provide its own
storage facility. We classify the correspondence between
case-base and Knowledge Repository as “use”, because the
Knowledge Repository stores the case data, but it is not
expected to do so retaining the structure appropriate for
interacting directly with the CBR-System in place of the
case-base. The core-component is using a more abstract,
CBR-oriented interface instead, that might also be
implemented directly and hence efficiently by the CBRsystem’s own storage facility. Between this interface and
that of the Knowledge Repository there is the “using” part
of the CBR-component.
On principle the CBR-component allows to use one of the
data sources established in the KM-System instead of the
Knowledge Repository. This may be favorable from a
technical point of view, esp. if the data source is an
efficient DBMS. Indeed therewith the CBR-component
becomes directly dependent on the IS-infrastructure outside
the KM-system, and hence “individual software” is created.
Schematically the aforementioned possibilities to
implement the case-base are shown in figure 7.

C.

“Lean” integration (II): Replacing the CBR-system’s
similarity metrics with that of the KM-system
During the “retrieve”-phase a CBR-system searches for
cases describing problems similar to the one that is to be
solved at that moment. More concrete the CBR-component
is looking for retained search-requests that match the
current one. Indeed, to carry out this task is one of the
essential capabilities of the available IR-component: to
compare search-requests (and documents) with respect to
similarity - as the case may be especially adopted to the
domain of the KM-system. To outrival this feature the
CBR-component would have to implement some major part
of an IR-component redundantly or extend the KM-system
by adding missing IR-techniques. Both kinds of extension
should be done by improving or exchanging the IRcomponent itself. (Moreover the CBR-component should
not be affected by such a procedure at all.)
Instead the match can apparently be done by the existing
IR-component. Due to the significant role of this function
and because of probably rather straight implementation we
classify the matching-functionality of the CBR- and the IRcomponent as “replacing”. Figure 8 illustrates this type of
correspondence.

interface
CBR.CaseBase
+onOfVariousLookupFunktions(query:Object):Iterator
+lookupSimilar(problem:Case):Iterator
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interface
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Fig. 7. Using the Knowledge Repository as case-base

CBR.StandAloneCaseBase

Fig. 8. Replacing the matching-functionality of the CBR-system
by that built into the KM-system

Typically IR-components will offer the possibility to
compare documents via an API. Thus the CBR-component
should provide an interface to use this service replacing the
according parts of the “retrieve”-phase. One naive
approach is, to transform every case into a document for
this purpose. To take advantage of the efficiency of the IRcomponent, the cases should be indexed as soon as they are
retained in the KM-system: This might be implemented as explained in the section above - by using the Knowledge
Repository to store the case-base. Carrying this forward the
simplest way is to store the search-requests from the casebase as documents. Given a new case to find matching
cases during the “retrieve”-phase means just to issue
another IR-request - configured to make the IR-component
only search for documents pertaining to the case-base.
(Hypothetically any type of case-base can be provided to
the KM-system as an additional data source and hence be
accessible through the IR-Engine.)
D.

Another kind of added-value:
Feedback of the collected experiences
The main advantage of the CBR-component described in
this article is the improvement of the KM-systems
Discovery Services. Yet the CBR-component collects
experiences that can be made available to the KM-system,
too. We call this type of correspondence shown in figure 9
“feedback”. If e.g. a surpassing number of similar cases is
evaluated to propose unsuitable solutions this might be an
indication that according external data sources should be
taped or that available appropriate documents are not
classified and indexed as needed. Besides defining an
interface to access the case-base from the KM-system we
have to figure out which CBR-specific key data should be
accumulated and held in the Knowledge Repository ready
to be used by yet unknown applications that are to be
integrated into the KM-system. Hypothetically a CBRcomponent with a large case-base might even contribute to
maintaining the thesaurus used by the IR-component.
However this kind of feedback would only be possible with
the other involved components offering interfaces and
access to their internal structure unlikely to be found esp.
in commercial products.

CBRFeedbackService

CBR.Statistics

interface
CBR.CaseBase

+onOfVariousLookupFunktions(query:Object
+lookupSimilar(problem:Case):Iterator
KM.KnowledgeRepository

+store(Experience:Case):void
+getStats():Statistics

Fig. 9. Providing statistical data from the case-base as feedback
as statistical data to the Knowledge Repository

E. In difficult circumstances:
Mapping user-profiles
Finally there is left the realistic scenario of an imperfect
connection between the CBR-extension und the extended
KM-system: Due to limited openness or insufficient
efficiency coupling by “using” or “replacing” might be
prohibited even though it is conceptually preferable. The
KM-system could e.g. provide an interface allowing to
retrieve the user-profiles but not offering the possibility to
manipulate these. This constellation would block the CBRcomponent to add some of its accumulated experiences to
the user-profiles maintained by the Knowledge Repository.
If the response time of the Knowledge Repository is too
long to handle a large amount of requests in a satisfactorily
efficient manner, a daily replication of the user-profiles is
necessary. The CBR-component has to be able to store and
synchronize such “extra-data”. We have not yet found out,
what data from the KM-system is candidate for this kind of
“mapping” (see figure 10).

Planning the next steps we are aware of the potential of the
current results in CBR-research to further adjust and
+createCase(problem:SearchQuery,problemMetadata:QueryContextInfo):Case
improve the ongoing design process.
CBREngine

+retrieve(problem:Case):Iterator
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CBR.AdditionalKnowledgeBase
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V. CONCLUSIONS
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architecture were described and reflected by giving
examples for each correspondence-type. Some important
aspects are:
?
?
?

How to use CBR-technology as part of the IR-process.
Conceptual and technical opportunities to keep the
CBR-component “light weighted”.
The idea to benefit from the integration beyond the
“search-engine” by providing metadata as feedback
from the CBR-component into the KM-system.
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